
Airsoft Role-play Event ‘COPS!’ 

‘bad boys, bad boys’ 

This event is not a regular skirmish, a battle-sim or even the more traditional mil-sim event. 

This event is not for you if you expect to get loads of trigger time. 

From start to finish, you'll be expected to play your character (picked by picking your team), whether 

that is the police or one of the contraband gangs specialising in certain kinds of contraband. 

These events will not work unless everyone gets in the theme of them and gets stuck in, but we 

understand going out and buying all new gear isn’t for everyone so for this event we’ve kept the 

gangs simple, but the police will be very strict load outs and anyone turning up in load out that don’t 

meet spec will be asked to leave with no refund offered.  

NO GHILLIE SUITS – they don’t work for the event 

Contraband Gangs 

Each gang will have their own boss, looking for their specific contraband in the field and running 

errands for their boss when needed. Your gang is your life, and any alliances with other gangs will 

flip on the toss of a coin depending on what's best for the individual gang. Your contraband will be 

explained on the day by your gang boss. 

Going out guns blazing will not always help your gang. If a gang is seen to be carrying weapons 

openly, dealing drugs or, in the worst-case killing a Police Officer, they will become MOST WANTED.   

Once your gang has been marked as most wanted, your gang boss will be informed, and anybody 

wearing your gang's colours will be hard-stopped and arrested for a set amount of time which will 

vary depending on the type of offence committed. 

Gangs will be given tarp, paracord and a bag to set up their hideout to keep food/stash contraband if 

needed. Any personal bags will be out of bounds for other teams but drugs left unattended can be 

confiscated /stolen from the drug bags. 

Gang Load outs 

Top must clearly be your gang colours, ideally long sleeve and block colours. 

Not allowed: Black/grey gear or clothes 

Use what you want gun wise but be mindful things like M4’s for gangs will have a cap of 2 mags and 

won’t be easy to conceal. 

Gangs ammo, pyro and speed loaders will be stashed in the King Pin’s den and you guessed it …you’ll 

have to spend contraband/points at the drug lords discretion to buy ammo for refills. 

Police 

The police are there to try and get some sort of law and order into the area. Boarding on the King 

Pin’s land means there is a hard border that is under a different government meaning crossing that 

line would be unlawful no matter what you see jumping over the border.  



Rules of engagement will be in play meaning arresting, hassling, or shooting gangers that are 

innocently going about their business unarmoured will result in a dress down by your commander or 

even internal affairs being involved in the worse cases taking you away from what needs to be done. 

The police mission is to catch and arrest criminals caught in the act, or getting evidence of unlawful 

behaviour being committed and gathering as much contraband as possible 

Load outs 

Black/grey load outs including gear. White shirts and black ties optional but encouraged. 

With more resources comes more ammo mags. But weapons will be more specific 

Please ensure you can provide a weapon listed below to join this team. 

Everyone on the police will need to have a side arm and holster for it for everyday patrols (ideally a 

Glock or something used by police but not essential) things like shiny desert eagles will not be 

permitted for this team. 

Mains – shotguns, mp7’s, mp5’s , m4’s are all permitted and have the following ammo restrictions. 

Rifles - 8 mags 

Ammo for the police and gear will be stashed in the police station and will be out of bounds for the 

gangs to interfere with. 

Rifles & Ammo will have to be signed out by the commander for use or assigned for specialist 

operations/raids on found controband dens and will result in drugs being redistributed. 

General Rules 

Guns/Ammo limits 

MID/LOW CAPS ONLY, High caps will not be used. 

NO LOOSE AMMO IN GAME OR YOUR BASE OF OPERATIONS. 

Medic Rule/bleed out rule 

A Compulsory 3-minute bleed out rule will be in play to give searching a chance should it be 

needed/to find contraband. Wait that time before returning to respawn even if a medic is 

unlikely/not available as at quota. 

Bands are provided by players and must be white. 

To medic you must stand within 2 metres and place your hand on the player’s shoulder. They then 

take out the medic band (white band or torniquet provided by players.) 

Capturing players 

Option 1: Hand on shoulder and clear ‘capture’, ‘your nicked son’ or something along those lines. 

Option 2: medic a player and then do above when alive. 

Players can be captured for 30 minutes max and told to keep hands behind back to simulate being 

handcuffed/tied up. 



To undo you can either say ‘your free to go’ or friendly players can ‘tag’ them back in to simulate an 

escape. 

Searching 

POLICE MUST BE WEARING GLOVES TO MAKE ANY SEARCH. 

Hand on shoulder and say ‘search’. If arresting/capturing the player you then say ‘all weapons out of 

play’ and ask for the drugs to be handed over if you want them.  

 


